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Abstract
Aims. We provide additional observational evidence that some Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) show signatures of circumstellar interac-
tion (CSI) with hydrogen-rich material.
Methods. Early phase optical and near-infrared (NIR) light curves and spectroscopy of SN 2008J obtained by the Carnegie Supernova
Project are studied and compared to those of SNe 2002ic and 2005gj. Our NIR spectrum is the first obtained for a 2002ic-like object
extending up to 2.2 µm. A published high-resolution spectrum is used to provide insight on the circumstellar material (CSM).
Results. SN 2008J is found to be affected by AV ∼ 1.9 mag of extinction and to closely resemble SN 2002ic. Spectral and color
comparison to SNe 2002ic and 2005gj suggests RV < 3.1. Spectral decomposition reveals the underlying SN emission matches a
1991T-like event and, since SN 2008J is as luminous as SN 2005gj (Vmax = −20.3 mag), we conclude that their CSI emissions are
similarly robust. The high-resolution spectrum reveals narrow emission lines produced from un-shocked gas characterized by a wind
velocity of ∼ 50 km s−1. We conclude that SN 2008J best matches an explosion of a SN Ia that interacts with its CSM.
Key words. supernovae: general – supernovae: individual: SN 2008J
1. Introduction
Supernova (SN) 2002ic was the first event identified as a Type Ia
SN interacting with hydrogen-rich circumstellar material (CSM)
(Hamuy et al. 2003; Wood-Vasey et al. 2004). Spectroscopically
similar to the bright SN 1991T, the spectral energy distribu-
tion of SN 2002ic also exhibited prevalent narrow Balmer emis-
sion lines which are typically produced by SN–CSM interac-
tion (CSI) in Type IIn core-collapse (CC) SNe. In SN 2002ic,
the CSI explains not only its high peak bolometric luminosity
(Lbol ≈ 3×1043 erg s−1) and slow declining light curve, but
also its strong, broad hydrogen, calcium, and iron features ob-
served at late epochs (Chugai et al. 2004). SN 2002ic-like events
are extremely rare. To date only SN 1997cy (Germany et al.
2000; Turatto et al. 2000; Hamuy et al. 2003; Deng et al. 2004),
SN 1999E (Rigon et al. 2003), SN 2005gj (Aldering et al. 2006;
⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation
for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Chile (ESO
Programme 080.A–0516).
Prieto et al. 2007) and PTF11kx (Dilday et al. 2012) have been
found to resemble SN 2002ic. Given the rarity of this kind of
transient, and the opportunity they offer to better understand the
progenitors of SNe Ia, it is imperative to enlarge the observa-
tional sample of 2002ic-like SNe. This letter presents early-time
optical and near-infrared (NIR) observations of the 2002ic-like
SN 2008J obtained by the Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP;
Hamuy et al. 2006).
2. Observations
SN 2008J was discovered near the center of the SBbc galaxy
MGC−02−07−033 on 15.2 January 2006 UT (Thrasher et al.
2008), and two days later was classified as a Type-Ia/IIn SN
(Stritzinger et al. 2008). According to Theureau et al. (1998)
(via NED), the redshift of the host is z = 0.0159, which cor-
responds to a luminosity distance of 66.3 ± 1.2 Mpc, when we
adopt WMAP5 cosmology and corrections for peculiar motions.
The CSP began photometric follow-up 4 days after discovery
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and continued over the course of 34 days. In doing so, 10 epochs
of optical and 6 epochs of NIR imaging were obtained with the
1-m Swope telescope at Las Campanas Observatory. All sci-
ence images were reduced in a standard manner following meth-
ods described in Contreras et al. (2010). Photometry of the SN
was computed differentially with respect to local sequence stars.
Optical and NIR local sequences in the standard photometric
systems are listed in Table 1, and optical and NIR photome-
try in the natural system of the Swope telescope is presented
in Tables 2 and 3. Fig. 1 displays the absolute magnitude op-
tical and NIR light curves of SN 2008J, compared to those of
SNe 2002ic and 2005gj. The CSP obtained three optical spec-
tra of SN 2008J, which were reduced following the method de-
scribed by Hamuy et al. (2006). A high-resolution optical spec-
trum was acquired by Sternberg et al. (2011). This spectrum is
used to place constraints on the nature of the CSM. A NIR spec-
trum of SN 2008J was also obtained with the NTT 5 days before
B-band maximum (Bmax). This is the first published NIR spec-
trum of a 2002ic-like object extending up to 2.2 µm. A log of
these spectral observations is given in Table 4 and the data are
plotted in Figs. 2–4.
3. Results
The spectral sequence reveals prevalent Na I D absorption and a
diffuse interstellar band (DIB, λ6284) at the SN rest frame (see
Fig. 2, left panel inset), which are indicative of significant host
dust extinction (Galactic extinction is only AV = 0.062 mag,
Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011, via NED). Significant reddening is
also consistent with the heavily suppressed blue-end of the opti-
cal spectrum, and with the mid-IR dust emission documented by
Fox et al. (2011). We turn to the high-resolution spectrum shown
in Fig. 4 (top-left panel), in order to fit Gaussians to the individ-
ual Na I D components. We obtain total equivalent widths (EWs)
of Na I D2 = 1.87 A˚ and Na I D1 = 1.47 A˚. These measure-
ments indicate that the absorption features are saturated and that
E(B − V )host exceeds 0.5 mag (Turatto et al. 2003, although
see Poznanski et al. 2011) for RV = 3.1 (Cardelli et al. 1989).
The first optical and the NIR spectra are used to estimate
an upper limit on E(B − V )tot, through the Balmer decrement
and the comparison of Pβ to Hα and Hβ ratios to theoretical ex-
pectations. This limit is RV –dependent and we note that several
studies (e.g. Wang et al. 2008; Folatelli et al. 2010) revealed that
RV values for SNe Ia may differ from that of normal interstel-
lar dust, pointing to RV as low as 1.5. We find E(B − V )tot
≤ 0.8±0.2 mag and 1.3±0.3 mag for RV = 3.1 and 1.5 respec-
tively.
In Fig. 1 we compare the absolute magnitude light curves
of SN 2008J, corrected for these two different reddenings, with
those of SNe 2002ic and 2005gj. Peak apparent and absolute
magnitudes of SN 2008J are listed in Table 6. SN 2008J peaked
first in the u- and B-bands, and subsequently at longer wave-
lengths. For RV = 1.5 coupled with E(B − V )tot = 1.3 mag,
SN 2008J appears to be as luminous as SN 2005gj in each of
the passbands. Instead, for a RV = 3.1 and E(B − V )tot =
0.8 mag, peak magnitudes would be significantly brighter (0.5–
0.7 mag) in the V ri-bands whereas the u-band peak would be
fainter (0.4 mag). Therefore, using the standardRV = 3.1 would
make SN 2008J much redder than the other SNe, even for the up-
per limit E(B−V )tot = 0.8 mag. Instead, a lower RV gives rise
to colors similar to those of SNe 2002ic and 2005gj.
This is confirmed in Fig. 2 (right panel), where the last (de-
reddened) spectrum of SN 2008J is plotted along with similar
phase spectra of SNe 2002ic and 2005gj. The comparison re-
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Figure 1: Absolute magnitude light curves of SN 2008J cor-
rected for different amounts of reddening as discussed in
the text. For comparison de-reddened absolute magnitudes of
SNe 2002ic (Hamuy et al. 2003) and 2005gj (Aldering et al.
2006; Prieto et al. 2007) are also plotted, assuming distance
moduli of 37.32 mag and 37.09 mag respectively. Template op-
tical light curves of SN 1991T (Nugent et al. 2002) are plot-
ted and scaled to match the absolute uBV ri peak magnitudes
of SN 1991T presented by Prieto et al. (2007) and Saha et al.
(2001). Synthetic magnitudes from the spectral decompostion of
SN 2008J (see also Fig. 3) match reasonably well the SN 1991T
templates.
veals that SN 2008J strongly resembles both SNe 2002ic and
2005gj and that its colors are similar to those of the other two
SNe for RV = 1.5 and E(B − V )tot = 1.3 mag. Therefore, as-
suming that 2002ic-like events have similar colors, we adoptRV
= 1.5 and E(B − V )tot = 1.3+0.3−0.2 mag. Here the uncertainty of
−0.2 mag is obtained from the light curve comparison, which
reveals (for the adopted RV = 1.5) that a color excess lower
than 1.1 mag would make the u- and B-band peak magnitudes
of SN 2008J fainter than those of a 1991T-like event. These as-
sumptions yield a visual extinction of AV = 1.93+0.45−0.30 mag.
The low-resolution optical spectra of SN 2008J are charac-
terized by a red continuum with prevalent Hα and Hβ emis-
sion lines superposed. The continuum also reveals broad features
which become more prominent as the SN is expanding, e.g. the
structures with rounded peaks at ∼4700, 5600 and 8700 A˚ (see
Fig. 2, left panel).
After continuum subtraction, the Balmer lines are well rep-
resented by the sum of two Lorentzian profiles having the
same peak wavelength (see Fig. 4, bottom-left panels). Hα
and Hβ are characterized by a narrow, unresolved component
(vn . 500 km s−1) on top of a broader, resolved component
characterized by vb ≈ 1500 km s−1. Lines having only nar-
row, unresolved component characterize the first spectrum of
2
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Figure 2: (Top panel) NIR spectrum of SN 2008J at 5 days before Bmax. The spectrum has been scaled to match NIR photometry
(colored diamonds). Paschen emission lines as well as He I and Fe II are visible. (Left panel) Optical spectroscopy of SN 2008J.
Each spectrum has been scaled to match optical photometry. Days since Bmax are reported, and horizontal dashed lines correspond
to zero flux level. Prominent Balmer lines, Na I D, narrow O I λ8446 and telluric features are labelled. In the inset we indicate
He I narrow emission lines in the first spectrum. Features attributed to [N II] λ5755 and diffuse interstellar bands (λ6284) are also
discernible. (Right panel) Spectral comparison of SN 2008J to SNe 2002ic (Hamuy et al. 2003) and 2005gj (Prieto et al. 2007) at
comparable epochs. Each spectrum has been de-reddened (see legend).
SN 2008J. In the inset of Fig. 2 we highlight the presence of
He I λλ7065, 6678, 5876 and N II λ5755 features. O I λ8446 is
also identified in the first spectrum shown in the left panel of
Fig 2. Plotted in Fig. 4 (right panels) are 6 narrow lines from the
high-resolution (∼5–8 km s−1) spectrum, 4 of them exhibiting
P-Cygni profiles.1 These features suggest the presence of slowly
moving material surrounding the SN, and they exclude the pos-
sibility that they are associated with an underlying H II region.
Fitting each line with a Lorentzian profile provides a measure of
the FWHM, which are summarized in Table 5, and indicates that
the CSM has a velocity of 52±15 km s−1. The high resolution
spectrum also exhibits DIBs at λ0 6284 and 5780 A˚, having EW
= 0.6 A˚ and 0.2 A˚ respectively.
The broad features in the low-resolution optical spectra
are identified through the comparison with SNe 2002ic and
2005gj. The spectra show a dip around λ0 6180 A˚, which likely
originates from Si II λ6355 blue-shifted by ∼8200 km s−1.
Fe III λ5129 is probably the line producing the dip at ∼4990 A˚,
whereas Fe III λ4404 absorption is visible at ∼4290 A˚.
S II λ5468 and S II λ5633 might cause the depression at
∼5400 A˚. The NIR spectrum exhibits narrow, unresolved emis-
sion lines, including Pβ, Pδ, P8, Brγ, He I λλ10830, 20580 and
Fe II λλ9997, 10501, 10863. The bright NIR hydrogen lines (Pβ,
Brγ) are also characterized by a broad component, similar to that
observed for the Balmer lines.
1 Hα is missing as it falls between two orders of the echelle spectrum.
4. Discussion
Hamuy et al. (2003) and Aldering et al. (2006) interpreted
SNe 2002ic and 2005gj to be SNe Ia interacting with H-rich
CSM. This was based mainly on the fact that their spectra are
well represented by the sum of two components: a smoothly
varying continuum (produced by the CSI) and a diluted spec-
trum of a 1991T-like SN at comparable phase. In Fig. 3 we show
a similar decomposition for the 3 optical spectra of SN 2008J,
where we used low-order polynomials to fit the continuum. The
models match the spectra reasonably well, especially the Si II dip
at∼6200 A˚, and the features between∼3500–5000 A˚. However,
the rounded peak at ∼5600 A˚ is not perfectly reproduced, al-
though a faint feature associated with S II is also present at the
same wavelength in the spectrum of SN 1991T. As in SN 2005gj,
the notch characterizing the spectrum of SN 1991T at 5300 A˚ is
barely detected in SN 2008J. The imperfect match is not surpris-
ing since the spectral decomposition model does not include the
coupling between CSI radiation and SN envelope, which should
alter the spectral features of the underlying SN. As SN 2008J
appears to be as luminous as SN 2005gj (see Fig. 1), we con-
clude that the emission due to the CSI is also similar. The flux
contribution of the underlying SN to the V -band maximum of
both SNe is ∼60%. Similarly to SNe 2002ic and 2005gj, if
the CSM is optically thick, the interaction region should not
completely cover the SN Ia since its broad features are evi-
dent in the spectra. We note that Benetti et al. (2006) argued
that SN 2002ic might be better explained by a Type Ic event
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like SN 2004aw (Taubenberger et al. 2006), which also shows
the presence of Si II, rather than by the CSM-SN Ia scenario
suggested by Hamuy et al. (2003). However, in the recent case
of PTF11kx, the first spectrum obtained unequivocally shows a
1991T-like SN whose spectrum was only barely affected by CSI
(Dilday et al. 2012). The discovery of PTF11kx therefore pro-
vides strong support to the interpretation of the other members
of the SN 2002ic class as CSM–SNe Ia.
The narrow emission lines and P-Cygni profiles reveal the
presence of un-shocked, radially expanding CSM photo-ionized
by CSI radiation. The CSM likely originates from winds in
the progenitor system, and it is characterized by a velocity
vw ≈ 50 km s−1. This velocity is higher than that of red
supergiant (RSG) or asymptotic giant branch (AGB) winds
(∼10 km s−1), and much lower than that of Wolf-Rayet (WR)
winds (up to 2000 km s−1). Post-AGB stars show wind ve-
locities in the range of 100−400 km s−1 (Kotak et al. 2004).
However, we can not exclude the possibility that the precursor
wind was accelerated by photoionization heating as noticed by
Aldering et al. (2006) for SN 2005gj. This would make the AGB
or RSG wind velocities more compatible with the measured
ones. Episodic nova events (like that suggested for PTF11kx)
can also give rise to CSM velocities of 50−100 km s−1
(Dilday et al. 2012). However, PTF11kx shows a complex CSM,
with multiple wind velocities which we do not find in SN 2008J.
The broad components that we observe in bright hydrogen
lines are probably related to the shock region. The absolute val-
ues of the Balmer decrement are higher for the narrow compo-
nent than for the broad one, indicating that they are produced
in different regions. When the CSI dominates the emission, the
luminosity of the broad component of Hα, L(Hαbroad), is pro-
portional to the kinetic energy dissipated per unit time across the
shock front (Salamanca et al. 1998). Therefore, we roughly esti-
mate the mass-loss rate to be M˙ ≈ 3 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. This is
slightly lower than the mass-loss rate computed for SN 2002ic
(Kotak et al. 2004). Here we have adopted an efficiency factor
ǫHα = 0.1, shock and wind velocities as measured from the
full-width-at-zero-intensity (FWZI) of the broad and narrow Hα
components (6000 and 100 km s−1 respectively), and a mea-
sured L(Hαbroad) = 1.3×1041 erg s−1.
The host galaxy of SN 2008J is a bright spiral galaxy hav-
ing MB = −20.2 mag (Doyle et al. 2005). Therefore SN 2008J,
like PTF11kx and SN 1999E, is not located in an unusual envi-
ronment as in the case of SNe 1997cy, 2002ic and 2005gj, all of
which occurred in faint hosts. The significant amount of MIR-
emission found by Fox et al. (2011) at late times (593 days since
discovery) indicates the presence of ∼0.01 M⊙ of circumstellar
dust. Late time (+380 days) dust emission was also observed in
SN 2002ic (Kotak et al. 2004). We conclude that SN 2008J re-
sulted from CSI of a 1991T-like event, similar to SNe 2002ic,
2005gj and PTF11kx. The observations of these objects sug-
gest the idea that more efficient CSI may occur leading to the
misidentification of interacting SNe Ia as SNe IIn.
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Figure 4: (Top-left panels) Na I D absorption features in the high resolution spectrum of SN 2008J. Several components are present
and their peak positions are indicated by black solid lines. The features are fit with the sum of 9 Gaussian functions, the best fit is
shown in red. Velocity is plotted in the SN rest frame, as determined from the narrow emission line peaks in the same high resolution
spectrum (Bottom-left panels) Hα and Hβ sequences from the low resolution spectra, shown after low-order polynomial continuum
subtraction. Each profile is well fit by the sum (in red) of two Lorentzian components (in blue and green). (Right panels) Narrow
emission lines in the high-resolution spectrum of SN 2008J. Each line has been fit with a Lorentzian profile for the emission and
one for the absorption when detected. The absorption component is shown in blue, the total best fit in red. The spectrum is presented
in velocity scale, where the zero velocity corresponds to the emission peak position.
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Table 1. Optical and near-infrared photometry of the local sequences in the standard system
u′ g′ r′ i′ B V Y J H Ks
STAR α (2000) δ (2000) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
01 02:34:42.34 −10:50:57.55 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 11.387(020) 11.180(014) · · · · · ·
02 02:34:32.13 −10:54:08.89 17.014(032) 15.323(008) 14.743(007) 14.517(008) 15.767(014) 14.979(008) 13.778(020) 13.540(020) · · · · · ·
03 02:34:21.64 −10:53:03.59 17.948(024) 15.706(010) 14.904(007) 14.629(008) 16.230(020) 15.263(008) 13.860(017) 13.544(014) · · · · · ·
04 02:34:29.09 −10:54:11.99 18.864(113) 16.284(010) 14.999(011) 14.373(012) 16.974(017) 15.591(010) 13.295(020) 12.910(020) · · · · · ·
05 02:34:20.76 −10:54:10.12 17.203(033) 16.091(008) 15.681(007) 15.523(008) 16.427(016) 15.842(008) 14.885(020) 14.667(020) · · · · · ·
06 02:34:12.06 −10:48:14.11 17.813(016) 16.282(007) 15.713(007) 15.506(008) 16.719(016) 15.952(008) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
07 02:34:21.89 −10:49:23.30 19.563(077) 17.130(010) 16.179(007) 15.827(009) 17.686(017) 16.623(008) 14.995(026) 14.559(072) 13.934(053) 13.884(014)
08 02:34:22.98 −10:52:35.72 18.622(054) 17.143(012) 16.583(007) 16.364(008) 17.572(012) 16.817(008) 15.677(017) 15.415(014) · · · · · ·
09 02:34:22.67 −10:52:19.16 20.497(135) 17.842(020) 16.526(007) 15.899(008) 18.555(011) 17.141(008) 14.886(014) 14.472(014) · · · · · ·
10 02:34:33.03 −10:51:38.70 18.456(035) 17.529(009) 17.180(007) 17.051(008) 17.814(016) 17.317(008) 16.456(069) 16.270(020) · · · · · ·
11 02:34:37.60 −10:51:12.64 20.776(166) 18.090(017) 16.888(008) 16.330(008) 18.748(015) 17.455(009) 15.361(028) 14.941(014) · · · · · ·
12 02:34:38.22 −10:52:13.37 18.861(024) 17.959(009) 17.576(007) 17.422(008) 18.300(018) 17.728(008) 16.880(024) 16.664(020) · · · · · ·
13 02:34:09.23 −10:52:55.63 20.654(160) 18.193(010) 17.122(007) 16.702(008) 18.802(023) 17.624(008) · · · · · · · · · · · ·
14 02:34:13.94 −10:49:16.61 19.598(076) 19.070(034) 18.926(027) 18.916(034) 19.306(064) 19.001(038) · · · 18.004(085) · · · · · ·
15 02:34:21.44 −10:47:44.38 · · · 19.517(021) 18.174(008) 17.245(015) 20.342(043) 18.755(020) 16.029(020) 15.635(020) · · · · · ·
16 02:34:32.12 −10:48:58.86 · · · 19.837(020) 18.435(026) 16.847(023) 20.711(060) 19.052(020) 15.148(031) 14.655(014) · · · · · ·
17 02:34:16.79 −10:48:28.44 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 16.721(017) 16.251(014) · · · · · ·
18 02:34:29.84 −10:52:05.95 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.243(056) 16.815(024) · · · · · ·
19 02:34:22.32 −10:52:44.90 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.169(035) 16.920(052) · · · · · ·
20 02:34:20.29 −10:51:52.74 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.283(029) 16.895(099) · · · · · ·
21 02:34:23.43 −10:49:01.24 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.813(081) 17.448(090) 16.873(145) · · ·
22 02:34:20.91 −10:52:20.60 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.917(063) 17.486(063) · · · · · ·
23 02:34:29.18 −10:51:05.65 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.096(037) 17.647(106) 16.812(276) 16.825(298)
24 02:34:36.21 −10:51:16.02 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.238(094) 17.974(099) · · · · · ·
25 02:34:15.59 −10:49:28.42 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.354(138) 18.428(100) · · · · · ·
26 02:34:19.40 −10:49:06.60 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.397(085) 18.097(120) 17.518(273) · · ·
27 02:34:32.14 −10:51:48.89 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 16.058(080) 15.608(028) · · · · · ·
28 02:34:34.53 −10:48:45.14 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.190(081) · · · · · ·
29 02:34:17.50 −10:49:57.54 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.694(052) 17.245(079) · · · · · ·
30 02:34:16.18 −10:49:55.88 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.114(256) 17.686(049) · · · · · ·
31 02:34:19.77 −10:47:04.88 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17.806(049) 17.604(071) · · · · · ·
32 02:34:23.86 −10:46:19.13 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 18.206(070) 18.340(128) · · · · · ·
Note. — Uncertainties given in parentheses in thousandths of a magnitude correspond to an rms of the magnitudes obtained on photometric nights.
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Table 2. Optical photometry of SN 2008J in the natural system.
JD - 2, 453, 000 Phasea u (mag) g (mag) r (mag) i (mag) B (mag) V (mag)
1480.69 −7.66 . . . . . . 15.4b . . . . . . . . .
1481.70 −6.65 . . . . . . 15.4b . . . . . . . . .
1484.54 −3.81 . . . 16.633(009) 15.392(005) 14.994(004) 17.231(012) 16.018(008)
1486.59 −1.76 18.609(057) 16.616(008) 15.333(006) 14.936(006) 17.225(011) 15.972(008)
1488.56 +0.21 18.624(051) 16.582(006) 15.306(005) 14.885(005) 17.231(013) 15.934(007)
1490.55 +2.20 18.824(029) 16.579(007) 15.249(005) 14.835(006) 17.224(009) 15.917(007)
1492.58 +4.23 18.897(042) 16.568(007) 15.210(006) 14.778(008) 17.234(010) 15.885(008)
1493.59 +5.24 18.845(030) 16.573(006) 15.215(007) 14.780(006) 17.235(009) 15.876(007)
1494.54 +6.19 18.918(030) 16.593(009) 15.207(006) 14.780(008) 17.263(009) 15.878(007)
1497.54 +9.19 19.044(049) 16.595(007) 15.173(004) 14.746(005) 17.271(009) 15.849(008)
1499.55 +11.20 . . . 16.611(006) 15.177(004) 14.751(006) 17.325(009) 15.851(006)
1515.52 +27.17 19.578(124) 17.018(018) 15.395(005) 14.857(005) 17.821(017) 16.157(008)
Note. — Values in parentheses are 1σ measurement uncertainties in millimag. Imaging was performed with a Site3 detector attached
to the Swope.
aDays sinceBmax (JD 2454488.35).
bUnfiltered magnitudes from discovery and confirmation images (Thrasher et al. 2008).
Table 3. NIR photometry of SN 2008J in the natural system.
JD - 2, 453, 000 Phasea Y (mag) J (mag) H (mag) Ks (mag)
1485.60 −2.75 14.090(011) 13.877(018) 13.442(024) . . .
1491.55 +3.20 13.934(011) 13.734(020) 13.268(023) . . .
1494.59 +6.24 13.844(022) 13.688(023) 13.277(034) 13.140(018)
1496.55 +8.20 13.775(031) 13.641(044) 13.286(034) 13.136(011)
1498.58 +10.23 13.840(011) 13.561(011) . . . . . .
1511.53 +23.18 13.905(043) 13.670(013) . . . . . .
1806.65 +318.30 16.776(024) . . . . . . . . .
Note. — Values in parentheses are 1σ measurement uncertainties in millimag. The imaging was
performed with RetroCam attached to the Swope.
aDays since Bmax (JD 2454488.35).
Table 4. Spectroscopic observations of SN 2008J.
Date Julian Date Phasea Telescope Instrument Range Resolution Integration
(UT) JD - 2, 453, 000 (days) (A˚) (FWHM A˚) (sec)
2008 Jan. 17 1482.57 −5.78 NTT EMMI 3200 – 10200 6-9 3×300
2008 Jan. 18 1483.59 −4.76 NTT SOFI 9400 – 25000 20-30 1×2100
2008 Jan. 23 1488.72 +0.37 Keck I HIRES 4110 – 8360 0.12 2×900
2008 Jan. 26 1491.57 +3.22 Du Pont B&C 3518 – 9715 8 1×400
2008 Feb. 01 1497.55 +9.20 Du Pont B&C 3510 – 9713 8 3×500
aDays since Bmax (JD 2454488.35).
Table 5. Parameters from the narrow emission line fit.
Line λc FWHM
(A˚) (km s−1)
Hγ λ4341 4340.9 62±4
Hβ λ4861 4861.8 77±4
[N II] λ5755 5755.0 44±2
He I λ5876 5876.2 51±2
He I λ6678 6678.7 33±2
He I λ7065 7065.8 49±1
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Table 6. Peak magnitudes of SN 2008J.
Filter Phasea Peak Peak Peak
(days) (apparent mag) (absolute mag) (absolute mag)
RV = 1.5 RV = 3.1
E(B − V )tot = 1.3+0.3
−0.2
E(B − V )tot = 0.8+0.2
−0.1
u <−1.8 <18.59 <−19.72+1.01
−0.69
<−19.34+1.00
−0.52
B 0 17.22±0.01 −20.25+0.82
−0.56
−20.24+0.88
−0.46
g +4.4 16.57±0.01 −20.38+0.70
−0.48
−20.58+0.80
−0.42
V +10.6 15.85±0.01 −20.31+0.52
−0.36
−20.81+0.68
−0.36
r +11.5 15.17±0.01 −20.52+0.41
−0.28
−21.12+0.59
−0.31
i +11.7 14.75±0.01 −20.34+0.26
−0.19
−21.04+0.45
−0.25
Y +13.3 13.79±0.01 −20.73+0.14
−0.10
−21.24+0.28
−0.16
J +14.6 13.59±0.02 −20.83+0.11
−0.09
−21.23+0.22
−0.13
H >+8.2 <13.27 <−21.04+0.09
−0.07
<−21.30+0.16
−0.10
Ks >+8.2 <13.14 <−21.09+0.07
−0.06
<−21.26+0.11
−0.08
Note. — Uncertainties in the phase are∼0.1 days for the optical passbands,∼1 day for the NIR. Errors
in the absolute magnitude are given by the uncertainties in the extinction and in the distance modulus
(0.04 mag).
aDays since Bmax (JD 2454488.35).
